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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we show that any finitely generated abelian-by-

finite group is an elementary submodel of its profinite completion. It follows

that two finitely generated abelian-by-finite groups are elementarily equivalent

if and only if they have the same finite images. We give an example of two

finitely generated abelian-by-finite groups G, H which satisfy these properties

while G x Z and H x Z are not isomorphic. We also prove that a finitely

generated nilpotent-by-finite group is elementarily equivalent to its profinite

completion if and only if it is abelian-by-finite.

The definitions and results of model theory which are used here, and in particular

the notions of elementary equivalence and elementary submodel, are given in [2].

Anyhow, for the sake of brevity, we denote by Gu the ultrapower G1 /U, for each

group G and each ultrafilter U over a set /. Concerning group theory, the reader

is referred to [9 and 10].

We obtain the following characterization:

THEOREM. A finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group is elementarily equiv-

alent to its profinite completion if and only if it is abelian-by-finite.

This result is a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 below.

THEOREM l. Any finitely generated abelian-by-finite group is an elementary

submodel of its profinite completion.

THEOREM 2. If G is a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite, but not abelian-by-

finite, group, then there exists an existential sentence, built up from the multiplica-

tion symbol, which is false in G and true in the profinite completion of G.

Theorem 1 generalizes [7, Theorem 1.4], which was only valid for finitely gen-

erated finite-by-abelian groups. A finitely generated finite-by-abelian group is

abelian-by-finite, since its center is a normal subgroup of finite index according

to the result of P. Hall which is mentioned in [10, p. 12]. On the other hand,

the finitely presented abelian-by-finite group (x,y; y2 = l,y_1xy = x_1) is not

finite-by-abelian as its center is trivial.

By [11, Theorem 2.1 and 6, Theorem 5.5], the following properties are equivalent

for two finitely generated finite-by-abelian groups G, H:

(1) G and H are elementarily equivalent;
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(2) G and H have isomorphic profinite completions;

(3) G and H have the same finite images;

(4) G x Z S H x Z;

(5) There exists an integer n > 1 such that x"C7 = xnß.

The result below generalizes the equivalence of (1), (2) and (3) to finitely gener-

ated abelian-by-finite groups. It is a consequence of Theorem 1, [9, Proposition 4,

p. 225] and the remark which follows Corollary 3.4 of [6]:

COROLLARY. The following properties are equivalent for two finitely generated

abelian-by-finite groups G, H:

(1) G and H are elementarily equivalent;

(2) G and H have isomorphic profinite completions;

(3) G and H have the same finite images.

For two finitely generated abelian-by-finite groups G, H, (4) and (5) are equiv-

alent and imply (1), (2) and (3), according to [3, Theorem 1, 4, Theorem 9 and

5, Theorem 1]. Anyhow, contrary to the case of finitely generated finite-by-abelian

groups, the converse is false, as we can see from the following proposition.

PROPOSITION.   Let us consider the finitely presented abelian-by-finite groups:

M = (a,b; a25 = 1, ¿r1o6 = a6),

N= (c,d; c25 = l, d~1cd = c11),

G = (M x M,y; y2 — I, y_1(u,v)y = (v,u) for any u,v E M),

H = (N x N,z; z2 = 1, z~1(u,v)z = (v,u) for any u,v E N).

Then, G and H are elementarily equivalent, butGxZ andHxZ are not isomorphic.

REMARK. The characterization of the models of the theory of a finitely generated

finite-by-abelian group which is given in [7, Theorem 1.3] is not valid for finitely

generated abelian-by-finite groups. In fact, the finitely generated abelian-by-finite

group G = (x,y; y2 = 1, y~lxy — x_1) has a trivial center and the same property

is true for any group which is elementarily equivalent to G.

§§1,2 and 3 are respectively devoted to the proofs of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and

the proposition.

1. Proof of Theorem 1.

LEMMA 1.1. If M is a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group, then there

exists an integer n > 1 such that Mn is nilpotent and torsion-free.

PROOF OF LEMMA l.l. Let us consider a nilpotent normal subgroup N of M

such that M/N is finite. There exists an integer r > 1 such that Mr is contained

in N. The nilpotent group N is finitely generated according to [8, Theorem 1.41]

and it follows from [10, Exercise 3.10 and Theorem 3.25] that the set t(N) of all

torsion elements of N is finite. As M is residually finite by [9, Theorem 1, p. 17],

there exists an integer s > 1 such that Ms O t(N) = {1}. For each integer n which

is divisible by r and s, we have M" C N and Mn f)t(N) = {1}; so, M™ is nilpotent

and torsion-free.

NOTATIONS. For each group M, for each ultrafilter U over a set /, for each

x E M and for each a E Zu, we denote by xa the element of Mu which admits
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(xa^)iei as a representative, where (a(i))ie¡ is a representative of a in Z1. The

element xa does not depend on the choice of the representative (o(z)),e/.

For each residually finite group M, for each x E M and for each a E Z, if

(a(n))neN is a sequence of elements of Z which converges to a in Z, then (ï°W)„sn

converges in M to an element which we denote by xa. This element does not depend

on the choice of the sequence (a(n))n€N-

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We must show that, if G is a finitely generated abelian-

by-finite group, then G and G satisfy the same sentences with parameters in G.

According to [2, Theorem 4.1.9], it is enough to prove that there exist an ultrafilter

U and an isomorphism / : Gu —* Gu which fixes the elements of G.

By Lemma 1.1, there exists an integer p > 1 such that Gp is abelian and torsion-

free. We consider a basis {zi,... ,zs} of the free Z-module Gp and representatives

2/1,..., yr of the elements of G/Gp in G. Each element of G can be written in a

unique way x = yaz"     ••• z"   ' with 1 < o < r and a(l),...,a(s) E Z.

The multiplication law of G is determined by a set of equalities:

[zi,Zj] = 1    for 1 < i,j < s,

vw = yg(i,,A{u'3) ■ • ■ 4{s'l'3)   for 1 < i,j < r,

y^Zjy, = z*(M,i) • ■ ■ z^s'l'3)    for 1 < i < r and 1 < j < s,

with 1 < g(i,j) < r for 1 < i,j < r, g(l,i,j),...,g(s,i,j) E Z for 1 < i,j < r

and h(l,i,j),...,h(s,i,j) E Z for 1 < i < r and 1 < j < s.  We have y~1z^yl =

{VÏlZjViY = z?(M,,)a ■ ■ • z*(8'*j)a for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < s and a E Z.

A sequence (xn)„eN of elements of G, with xn = ya(n)zi ••• z" for each

integer n, converges in G if and only if, first, (a(n))n€N is stationary and, second,

for each integer 1 < i < s, (a(i, n))n£N converges in Z. In fact, if (x„)n€N converges

in G, then, for each integer q > 1, there exists an integer m such that, for each

integer n > m, xnx^ belongs to Gpq C (Gp)q; for each integer n > m, we have

a(n) = a(m) and a(l, n) — a(l, m),..., a(s, n) — a(s, m) belong to qZ.

So the profinite completion G of G is equal to the set of all elements x =

yaz1 ■ ■ ■ zi with 1 < a < r and a(l),..., a(s) E Z, where the multiplication

law is given by the following rules:

(1) zaxz\ = z°+b for 1 < i < s and o, b E Z;

(2) [zf, z)} = 1 for 1 < i, j <s and o, b E Z;

(3) yiy3 = yg(i,j)Zgi{1't':>) ■ ■ ■ z9is'lj) for 1 < i,j < r;

(4) y-lza]Vl = z^{1'l'3)a ■ ■ ■ z^(a'i'i)a for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < s and a G Z.

For each ultrafilter U over a set / and for each x E Gu (respectively Gu),

let us consider a representative (x¿)¿e/ of x in G1 (respectively G1). Each el-

ement Xi can be written in a unique way x, = ya(i)Zi 'l' ■ ■ ■ z^1 with 1 <

a(i) < r and a(l,i),... ,a(s,i) E Z (respectively Z). There exists a unique el-

ement o G {l,...,r} such that {i E I\a(i) = a} belongs to U. We have x =

yaZi ■ ■ ■ Za , where a(l),... ,a(s) are the elements of Zu (respectively Zu)

which admit o(l, i)iei, ■ ■ ■, a(s, ¿)¿e/ as representatives. This decomposition of x is
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necessarily unique and does not depend on the choice of the representative (x¿)¿ej

of x in G1 (respectively G1).

So, for each ultrafilter U over a set J, Gu (respectively Gu) is the set of all

elements x = yaz1 ■•■ za with 1 < a < r and a(l),...,a(s) E Zu (respectively

Zu), where the multiplication law is obtained by replacing Z by Zu (respectively

Zu) in the rules (1), (2), (3), (4) above; we prove these rules in Gu (respectively

Gu) by applying the same rules to representatives in G1 (respectively G1) of the

elements that we consider.

As Z is an elementary submodel of its profinite completion, we obtain elemen-

tarily equivalent structures by interpreting, in Z and Z, each element of Z by a

constant. So, according to [2, Theorem 6.1.15], there exist an ultrafilter U and

an isomorphism /: Zu —* Zu which fixes the elements of Z. We define an iso-

morphism /: Gu —> Gu which fixes the elements of G by f(yaZi ■••««) =

yazfi{a{1)) ■ ■ ■ z{{a{s)) for 1 < a < r and o(l),...,a(s) E Zu.

2. Proof of Theorem 2. First, we reduce ourselves to the case of finitely

generated torsion-free nilpotent groups:

If G is a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group, then, by Lemma 1.1, there

exists an integer p > 1 such that Gp is nilpotent and torsion-free. We have Gp = Gp

according to [9, Lemma 3, p. 223].

Proposition 2.1 of [6] implies the existence of an integer q > 1 such that each

element of Gp can be written x = x\ ■ ■ ■ xp with X\,... ,xq E G. The group G

satisfies the positive sentence (Vt¿i • • • yuq+i)(3vi • • ■ 3vq)(up ■ ■ ■ upq+l = vp ■■ ■ vp).

This sentence is also true in G since, by [6, Theorem 3.3], G is an image of an

elementary extension of G.   So, the formula 8(x) = (3ui ■■■3uq)(x — u\---up)

defines Gp in G and Gp in G.

To any existential sentence

<p= (3wi ■■■3vn)tp(v1,...,vn),

where ip is a quantifier-free formula, we associate the sentence

ip = (3wi ■ ■ ■ 3vn)(e(vi) A ■ ■ ■ A 9(vn) A ip(vu..., vn))

which is equivalent to an existential sentence. The sentence <p is false in G and true

in G as soon as <p is false in Gp and true in Gp = Gp.

From now on, we suppose G nilpotent and torsion-free. Then, Theorem 2 is

proved through a series of lemmas:

LEMMA 2.1. InG, there are elements x, y, z such that [x, y] = z ^ 1, [x, z] = 1

and [y,z] — 1.

PROOF. As G is nilpotent and nonabelian,

Zi(G) = {xE G\[x,y] = 1 for each y EG}

is strictly contained in

Z2(G) = {xE G\[x,y] E Zi(G) for each y E G}.

For each element x G Z2(G) — Zi(G), there exists an element y E G such that

[x, y] ^ 1. We have [x, z] = 1 and [y, z] = 1 for z = [x, y\.
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LEMMA 2.2. Let x, y, z be elements of G such that [x,y] = z ^ 1, [x,z] = 1

and [y,z] = 1. Denote by N the group which is obtained by equipping the set Z3

with the product (ai,bi,ci)(a2,b2,c2) = (ai + 02,61+02,01+02 — 0102). Then, the

map (a,b,c) —* xaybzc is an injective homomorphism from N to G.

PROOF. N can be identified with the profinite completion of the nilpotent group

M which is obtained by equipping Z3 with the product (ai,bi,ci)(a2,b2,c2) =

(ai + 02,61 + 62,ci + c2 — bia2). The map (a,6,c) —► xaybzc is a continuous

homomorphism from N to G. The restriction of this map to M is an injective

homomorphism from M to G. So, Lemma 2.2 follows from [9, Proposition 3, (iii),

p. 222].

LEMMA 2.3. For each set P of prime numbers, there exists an element a E Z

such that, for each integer n > 1, a E nZ if and only if n has no divisor in P.

PROOF. Consider, for each integer n > 1, the set En of all elements x G Z such

that, for each integer m < n, x belongs to mZ if and only if m has no divisor in P.

The set En is nonempty since it contains the product of the integers m <n which

have no divisor in P. It is closed in Z as a—necessarily finite—union of classes

modulo n!Z.

So, (ß„)„gN* is a decreasing sequence of nonempty closed subsets in the compact

space Z, and the intersection of this sequence is also nonempty. If a is an element

of this intersection, then, for each integer n > 1, a belongs to nZ if and only if n

has no divisor in P. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.

In a group, the equalities [x, y] = 1 and [x,y] = z are respectively equivalent to

the atomic formulas xy — yx and xy = yxz. So, the following two lemmas imply

the existence of existential sentences built up from the multiplication symbol which

are false in G and true in G:

LEMMA 2.4. For each integer n>\, there exist elements xi,... ,X3„ G G such

that

(1) [x,,xi+n] = xi+2n / 1 for 1 < i < n;

(2) [xi, Xj] = 1 for any integers 1 < t < j < 3n such that i > n + 1 or j — i ^ n.

PROOF. We consider elements x,y,z EG such that [x, y] = z ^ 1, [x, z] = 1 and

[y, z] = 1, a partition ß = Px U • • • U ß„ of the set P of all prime numbers into n

nonempty subsets and, for each integer 1 < i < n, an element a(i) E Z such that,

for each integer q > 1, a(i) belongs to qZ if and only if q has no prime divisor in P¿.

We write x¿ = xa^l\ x¿+n = ya^ and xJ+2n = za^ for each integer 1 < i < n.

Then, we use Lemma 2.2 to prove that xi,..., x$n satisfy properties (1) and (2) of

Lemma 2.4.

For each integer 1 < i < n, we have

[xi5xt+n] = [xa^,ya^] =za^2 =xl+2n ? 1.

For any integers 1 < i,j < n such that i ^ j, we have a(i)a(j) — 0 since a(i)a(j)

belongs to gZ for each integer q > 1; it follows

[xl,xJ+n] = [xa^,ya^} = za^a^=l.
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Finally, for any integers 1 < i,j < n, we have

[xi, x3] = [xa«, xa«] = 1,    [xt+n, x]+n] = [ya^, ya^\ = 1,

[Xi+2n,XJ + 2n] = [f®, *°Ü)] - 1,       [Xi,*i+9n] = [*•«*■«] = 1,

[xt+n,X3 + 2n] = [yail),Za^} = l.

DEFINITION. For each finitely generated nilpotent group M, there exists a

series of subgroups {1} = Mo C Mi C • • ■ C Mn = M with Mt-i normal in M¿

and Mi/Mi-i cyclic for 1 < i < n. The number of integers i such that M¿/M¿_i is

infinite does not depend on the choice of the series. It is called Hirsch number of

M, according to [9, p. 16].

LEMMA 2.5. For each integer n which is larger than the Hirsch number of G,

there are no elements xi,... ,xzn E G which satisfy properties (1) and (2) of Lemma

2.4.

PROOF. Let us consider elements x\,..., X3„ G G which satisfy these properties.

The subgroup of G which is generated by x\,..., xn is abelian. For any integers

a(l),..., a(n) E Z, we have x\ ■ ■ ■ xn = 1 if and only if a(l) = • ■ • = a(n) = 0.

In fact, if x"( • ■ -Xn is equal to 1, then, for each integer 1 < % < n, we have

1 = [x"1 ' • • ■ Xn ,Xi+n] = £¿+2« and, therefore, a(i) = 0. So, x\,...,xn generate

a free abelian subgroup which has rank n as a Z-module. According to [9, p. 16],

this is impossible if n is larger than the Hirsch number of G.

3. Proof of the proposition. The groups M, N are elementarily equivalent

according to [1, Corollary] and [6, Theorem 5.5]. Theorem 6.1.15 of [2] implies

the existence of an ultrafilter U such that Mu and Nu are isomorphic. We have

Gu = (Mu x Mu,y; y2 = 1, y~1(u,v)y = (v,u) for any u,v E Mu) and Hu =

(Nu x Nu,z; z2 = 1, z_1(u,v)z = (v,u) for any u,v E Nu). To any isomorphism

ip: Mu —* Nu, we can associate an isomorphism $: Gu —► Hu defined by <$(?/) = z

and $(u,v) — (<p(u),<p(v)) for any u,v E Mu. Consequently, the elementary

equivalence of G and H follows from [2, Theorem 4.1.9].

It remains to prove that G xZ and H x Z are not isomorphic. For this part of

the proof, we write g(u,v) = (v,u) for any u,v E M and h(u,v) = (v,u) for any

u,v E N. If xi,...,xn are elements of a group A, we denote by (xi,...,xn) the

subgroup of A which is generated by xi,..., xn.

LEMMA 3.1. We have [G,G] = ((^b'1), (o^-1), (o5,1)) and [H,H] =

<(d,0,  (c,*"1),  (c5,l)).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1 (FOR G). The subgroup [G,G] is generated by the

elements:

[u, v]    for u, v E M x M,

\u,yv] = u~1v~1y~1uyv = u~1v~1g(u)v = u-1 g(u)g(u)~1v~1 g(u)v

= (u~1g(u))[g(u),v]    for u,vEMxM,

[yu,yv] = u~1y~1v~1y~1yuyv = u~1y~1v~1uyv = u~1g(v~1u)v

= rr1^)-1^)?/ = u^1g(u)g(u)~1g(v)~lg(u)g(v)g(v)~1v

= (u"1g(u))[a(i¿),a(t;)](í;_1g(t;))_1    for u,v E M x M.
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So, [G, G] is generated by [M x M, M x M] = [M, M) x [M, M] = (a5) x (a5) and

the elements x_1a(x) for x E M x M. Moreover, we have

(u,v)~ g(u,v) = (u_1,i;_1)(?/,u) = (u~1v,v~1u) = (u~1v, (u~1v)~1)

for any u,v E M and (u,u_1) = (l,u)~1g(l,u) for each u G M. So, an element of

G can be written x_1o(x) with x G M x M if and only if it can be put in the form

(u, u_1) with u G M.

PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION (end). K = {(a,a'1),(a5,l)) (respectively L =

((c, c_1), (c5,1))) is the set of all elements x E [G, G] (respectively x G [ß, ß]) such

that x25 = 1; [G,G]/K and [H,H]/L are isomorphic to Z. If / is an isomorphism

from G x Z to H x Z, then the restriction of / to [G,G] = [G x Z,G x Z] is

an isomorphism from [G, G] to [ß,ß] = [ß x Z,ß x Z]; the restriction of / to

K is an isomorphism from K to L and / induces an isomorphism from [G,G]/K

to [H,H]/L. So, we have /(6,6_1) = (du,d~1v) or /(6,6_1) = (d~1u,dv) with

u,v E (c).

Moreover, we have (o, l)5 7^ 1 and (a, l)25 = 1, whence f(a, l)5 ^ 1 and

f(a, l)25 = 1, and therefore f(a, 1) = (cTO,cn) with m or n not divisible by 5. The

equality (t^-1)"1^, 1)(6,6-1) = (o, l)6 implies /(6,6-1)-1(cm,cn)/(6,6-1) =

(c6m,c6n). The hypotheses /(ô.ft-1) = (d^d"1«) and /(ô^"1) = (d-^du) with

u, î; G (c) respectively imply

(c6m,c6n) = (du,d-1i>)~1(cm,cn)(du,d~1w) = (u'^d^c"1 du,v~1dcnd-1v)

= (u-1cllmw,v-Ic16nu) = (cllm,c16n)

and

(c6m,c6") = (d-1ii,dî/)-1(cm,cn)(d-1w,dî;) = (u-^d-y w^d-Vdü)

= («"V6"1«,«"1«:""«) = (c16m,clln),

whence a contradiction in both cases since m or n is not divisible by 5.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF (May 10, 1988). Since the completion of this manu-

script, we have obtained some generalizations which will appear in Archiv der

Mathematik under the title Elementary equivalence of a polycyclic-by-finite group

and its profinite completion. We prove that Theorem 2 is true for polycyclic-

by-finite groups and not only for finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite groups. It

follows that a polycyclic-by-finite group is elementarily equivalent to its profinite

completion if and only if it is abelian-by-finite.
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